
              k l i p s c h u t z      
 

. . .Best burrito poem I’ve ever read. . .inspiring office hours meditato!  
 
-Antler                                           ♠  ♠  ♠ 
 
 
Egad this klipschutz is good. How I envy him his freedom and logic 
deeper than logic. I’ve not seen such language and hyperconscious life 
since the work of the great Charles Simic.  
 
-Barry Hannah                            ♦  ♦  ♦ 

 
 

To read this book is to encounter what Seamus Heaney calls the 
“insouciance of lyric poetry, its relish of its own inventiveness, its 
pleasuring strain.” These poems by the lowercase klipschutz are an upper 
experience, a lifting into a relish- and pleasure-strained realm. Their 
intensities envoice the comic sinister and the poignant particular. 
Scintillant intrigues of word and image, these “common airs forgotten” 
create communitas from amnesia, a poem entertainment center for us 
usufruct-up USAers.  
 
-Bill Knott                                    ♣  ♣  ♣ 

 
I am grateful for this collection of anarchic, finely made, street smart 

poems, work that will prove, as the poet suggests, “big sad fun for the whole overextended clan.” I like the humor, the 
sassiness, the irreverent frolic of these strikingly accessible poems. Altogether, a painful, but brilliant commentary on the 

American scene.                                                                                                                                                  -Robert Sward 
 

This is one beautiful book! The cover looks like a painting, is eye-catchingly spectacular. . .And, he is a poet par excellente! 
-Joyce Metzger 

 
. . .The same modesty appears in a poem addressed to “Dear Ezra,”: My plot to dictate the economy goes badly. / The elders 
screen my calls, ignore my counsel.  Indeed, one of the attractive things about these poems is the recurring complaints of a 
persona at his wit’s (and ego’s) end. . .[The book includes] a series of ghazals, a hard form to pull off that he manages with 
surprising combinations of grace and acerbic wit.                                                                                                    -Joe Safdie  
                                                 excerpts, Who’re You Calling Funny?, review/Raven Chronicles     

 
♥  ♥  ♥    

  
 

 


